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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present the concept of making a simulation model of the multimodal cargo
lines group including water transport and the principles of its formation in the form of interconnected similar
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export and import cargoes multimodal transportation by Belarus in southern direction.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays the tendencies of world market have
been formed thus that the majority of goods owners
have to refuse the traditional system of goods deliv-
ery, when each mode of transport is used separately
from the other and to use integrated multimodal
transportation. The system of measures for organiz-
ing the transportation of cargoes and the motion of
mobile units according to the system of multimodal
cargo lines is an important reserve of the logistic ef-
fectiveness of goods delivery from the owner to the
consumer. The purpose of the research is to reveal
the conditions maximizing the value of this effect.

The multimodal cargo lines which are grouped
according to the definite indication (for example, ac-
cording to the fleet which is used for goods trans-
portation or according to goods traffics) and have
their specific character and indices are the object
being researched.

As a result of the development of the queuing
theory methods and the integration of the computer
technology in science and production, the methods
of simulation modeling for the complex systems
searching became widespread. Therefore, this
method is selected as the method to research the ef-
fectiveness of the functioning organization of the
transport taking part in the multimodal transporta-
tion.

2. The definition of the multimodal cargo line

Though multimodal and intermodal transpor-
tations are widely used in the world transportation
practice, until now different interpretation of the
mixed transportation terminology is given in the con-
temporary literature [1]. That is why the terms used
in this article require explanation and strict defini-
tion.

We will name the transportation of cargos by
several modes of transport “multimodal” when one
transporter or operator takes responsibility for the
entire transportation of the cargo from the supplier
to the consumer. In this case, a single transport docu-
ment is used to perform the cargo transportation.

The essence of the term “multimodal cargo line”
can be revealed on the grounds of the syntheses of
the notion “multimodal transportation” (described
above) and the notion “cargo line”, which is used in
the water transport exploitation science, by which the
transport connection between the definite points of
similar types of cargo departure and destination is
regarded regularly performed by single-type fleet
during the entire period of cargo transportation [2].
Under cargo “multimodal” line the system is under-
stood organized by the operator of the transport ser-
vice of both-way cargo traffics between definite points
of loading and unloading performed by two or more
modes of transport using a single transport docu-
ment. The departure of transport units is regulated
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by definite departure intervals (frequencies) and their
motion is regulated by a graph or by a timetable.

Taking into consideration that the term
“multimodal cargo line” is a wider notion than the
term “cargo line”, it is necessary to note that the  con-
dition of transport units departure is regulated by a
graph or by a timetable and implies the functioning of
water transport according to the linear form of the
motion organization, i.e., the functioning with the use
of the fixed group of one-type vessels, as the change
of kind or type of transportation fleet significantly
changes the whole transport process technology. How-
ever, such a rigid fixing during the  multimodal cargo
line functioning is not obligatory concerning the use
of  rolling stock of the other modes of transport,
though, in this case the regulation of a transport pro-
cess must be fulfilled anyway.

3. Motivation of the research method choice

A continuous time varying complex dynamic pro-
cess occurs in any transport system. That is to say the
system being researched assumes the specific state at
each fixed moment of time. Consequently, the pro-
cess of this system functioning can be considered as
the sequential change of its states. Herewith, the func-
tioning of such a complex dynamic system as a
multimodal cargo line represents the combination of
the sequential and parallel elementary operations ful-
fillment.

All the methods used to study the technological
aspects of water-transport systems functioning, can be
divided into three groups:

1) methods based on empirical dependence;
2) methods of queueing theory;
3) methods of simulation modeling.
The methods of the system researching based on

empirical dependences were quite extensively used
before the appearance of an analytical system for the
description of stochastic processes. Empirical depen-
dences obtained for the specific conditions have nar-
row, limited by the given conditions application.

The analytical dependences of the queueing
theory for the definition of the systems functioning
characteristics are based on the comparatively simple
cases (Poisson distribution of the incoming flow, single,
uniform requests and etc.), consequently these depen-
dences at relatively low detailing of the specific sys-
tem properties researching are rather approximate.

A precise experiment, the construction of physi-
cal analogs when modeling the systems, transport ones
as well, are connected with high expenditures of time
and resources, and are often associated with signifi-
cant organizational difficulties. In such cases, as the
research method of different aspects of the complex

system functioning, one should use the methods of
simulation modeling, which in connection with the
computer technology development have received wide
acceptance in scientific researches and in the solution
of practical problems [3, 4].

4. Model of a multimodal cargo line group

The principles of universal simulation models
construction are often used for the purposes of algo-
rithmic unification of transport systems modeling [3,
4]. The main principle of such models construction is
mathematical uniform description of all the elements
of the system being researched in the form of an el-
ementary model i.e. module.

The diagrammatic representation of the k -th
order module is represented in Fig 1.

Fig 1. Module describing the elementary operation:
kI is the vector of the incoming flow; kfr  is the vector of the
outgoing flow 
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The process of the j-th order module functioning
is the sequential change of the module states, which
is described by the expression:
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where:  entn  and  impn  are accordingly a quantity of
input and output system flows; condn  is a quantity of
probable system states; chn  is a quantity of the state
transmission algorithms; transfn  is a quantity of the
algorithms of the incoming flows into outgoing flows
transformation.

The process of multimodal cargo line function-
ing is formalized on the basis of the modular prin-
ciple of the simulation models description. The model
of simulation models (module of the 1st order) com-
bines:
• modules that adequately describe simple techno-

logical operations (documenting, setting the ves-
sel in the roadstead, trans-shipment from the
wagons onto the vessels, shunting operations with
wagons etc.) are the modules of the 3rd order;

• modules, that characterize the operations of the
transportation process (railway rolling stock ser-
vicing at the technical stations, the motion of fleet
at sections etc.) are the modules of the 2nd order.
For the visual characteristic of the module, one

should use the following conditional symbolism pro-
posed in the source consisting of four parameters: the
first parameter characterizes the flow of requirements
( P  – the flow of requirements can have a different
law of entering requests distribution); the second pa-
rameter characterizes the random sequences of the
request servicing duration ( F  – the request servicing
can have varying duration); the third parameter de-
termines a quantity of operating channels; the fourth
parameter determines a service discipline (if the fourth
parameter is omitted, the priority of the request ser-
vicing is absent).

When forming the simulation model of the
multimodal cargo lines group, simple operations can
be adequately described in the form of three types of
modules: 1// PP , FPP /1// , FnPP ///  and nPP // .

Physical sense of the modules of the type 1// PP

and nPP //  lies in the following: the flow of the re-
quests j

I enters into the module at random time in-
tervals t. The law of distribution of time intervals be-
tween the requests enterings can be different. Re-
quests are queued and serviced according to the en-
tering. Module has one (module 1// PP ) or n
( nPP // ) channels of servicing. The duration of ser-
vicing is a random variable. In the system being re-
searched the means of mechanization (n of units),
which maintains the transportation means, a locomo-
tive (or a group of locomotives) working accumulat-
ing the wagons etc. are examples of the modules of
the type nPP // .

With the presence of priority servicing of the re-
quests, the modules characterizing such subsystems
are designated by FPP /// 1  or FnPP /// , depend-

ing on the number of servicing channels. This module
gets FnPP ///  of the incoming requests flows, each
of them is subordinated to its distribution law. Re-
quests are unequal by the importance. Laws of distri-
bution of the requests income time intervals as well
as of its servicing duration can be different.

Mathematically the modules of the j-th order can
be recorded in the following form:

1) with parallel functioning of  modules of the

( 1+j )-th order for solving of the b-th task:
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where: t  is a parameter characterizing the process of
module functioning, the time stands as such parameter
for the models of transport system and of the
overwhelming majority of the other complex systems;

2) with the sequential functioning of m  modules
of the ( 1+j )-th order for solving of the b-th task:
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3) combining the parallel and sequential modules
functioning:
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Since the moment of computer technology wide
application the methods of simulation modeling have
been repeatedly used to research complex systems,
including transport systems [4], therefore algorithms
of different types elementary modules functioning,
including P/P/1, P/P/1/F, P/P/n/F and P/P/n recom-
mended themselves well and can be practiced without
changes to form the model of the multimodal cargo
lines group.

On the basis of the designations described above
and technology of transport objects functioning let’s
consider the examples of the records of the modules
of cargos delivery operations in multimodal commu-
nication. The interpretation of the matter is con-
structed in connection with the functioning of the
multimodal export and import cargo lines from
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Belarus to the Ukrainian Black sea ports and the ports
of the Danube Basin countries. The scheme of water-
way is represented in Fig 2.

Railway rolling stock servicing at the technical sta-
tions of the Belarusian railway:
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where: 1FM k  is a module of cargo operations with
wagons ( k  is a quantity of channels performing cargo
operations, which is determined by a technological
process); 11FM  is wagons accumulation in the train;

21FM  is the documenting in the transport servicing
control center; 31FM  is commercial inspection of the

train; 41FM  is technical inspection of the train; 51FM

is train preparation for the departure; 61FM  is the
expectation of the road schedule; 71FM  is the train
departure.

Automobile road-train servicing:
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where: 1FM k  is a module of technical inspection and
servicing of the automobile (k is the  quantity of service
channels); 11FM  is the displacement of the
automobile to the warehouse of the cargo owner; 11M

is the documenting; 21FM  is cargo loading into the
automobile; 31FM  is commercial inspection of the
cargo.

Belarusian fleet servicing in the ports of Belarus:
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Fig 2. The scheme of waterway “– the Pripyat – the Dieneper – the Danube”
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where: 11FM  is a module of vessel setting in the
roadstead, the dissolution of the vessels group; 11M

is the supply of vessels according to the system services
of fleet; 21M  is the expectation of cargo operations;

31FM  is vessel setting to the loading wharf; 41FM

are cargo operations; 51FM  is documenting; 61FM

is commercial and technical inspection of vessels;

71FM  are customs cargo operations; 81FM  is vessel
putting off in the roadstead, the formation of vessel
group; 31M  is the vessel putting off.

The servicing of the Belarusian fleet in the Kherson
port (the Ukraine) (in the absence of cargo operations,
for the purpose of getting the permission on sailing off
(for the vessels of the “river-sea” class):
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where: 11M  is waiting for the pilot; 21M  is the
pilotage; 31M  is vessel setting in the roadstead; 41M

is the supply of vessels according to the system services
of fleet (if it is necessary); 51M  is waiting for the
permission to perform a sea passage; 11FM  is vessel
putting off.

On the grounds of the given material we can make
a conclusion about the possibility of the adequate re-
flection of the enumerated modules of the 2nd order
by the composition union of the corresponding el-
ementary modules, presenting the process of
“multimodal cargo line” system functioning in inter-
action with each other.

For example, the multimodal cargo line on the
transportation of potassium fertilizers (the Kaliy sta-
tion, Belarus) to the port Belgrade (Republic of
Serbia) with the sea lift from the port Mozir to the
port Belgrade can be recorded thus:
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where: 2
ser rtM  is the module of the railway rolling stock

servicing at the Kaliy station; 2
mov rtM  is a  motion from

the Kaliy station to the Mozir port;  2
relM  is the trans-

shipment of cargos in the port Mozir; 2

1movM  is a motion
through the section “the port Mozir – the Kiev sluice”;

2

1locM is sluicing in the Kiev sluice; 2

2movM  is a motion in
the section “the Kiev sluice – the Kanev sluice”; 2

2locM is
sluicing in the Kanev sluice; 2

3movM  is a motion through
the section “the Kanev sluice – the Kremenchug
sluice”; 2

3locM  is sluicing in the Kremenchug sluice;
2

4movM  is a motion through the section “the
Kremenchug sluice – the Dnieperderginsk sluice”;

2

4locM  is sluicing in the Dnieperderginsk sluice; 2

5movM

is a motion through the section “the Dnieperderginsk
sluice – the Zaporozh’ye sluice”; 2

5locM  is sluicing in
the Zaporozh’ye sluice; 2

6movM  is a motion through the
section “the Zaporozh’ye sluice – the Nizhnekahovsk
sluice”; 2

6locM  is sluicing in the Nizhnekahovsk sluice;
2

7movM  is a motion through the section “the
Nizhnekahovsk sluice – the Kherson port”; 2

3pUM  is a
calling of the vessel at the Kherson port to wait for
the permission of the sea passage;  2

8movM  is a motion
through the section “the Kherson port – the Iron Gates
II sluice”; 2

3_1locM  is sluicing; 2

9movM  is a motion through
the section “the Iron Gates II sluice – the Iron Gates
I sluice”;  2

3_2locM  is sluicing; 2
10movM  is a motion through

the section “the Iron Gates I sluice – the Belgrade
port”; 2

pDM  is the fleet servicing in the Vukovar port.
The complex system being researched (multi-

modal cargo lines group) in accordance with the modu-
lar principle of the model formation is specified as
the totality of the 1st order modules, the interaction
of which is effected by means of the transition matri-
ces determined by the system structure and the pri-
orities of the requests servicing. Thus, for example,
with the simultaneous arrival of not self-propelled
vessels group, the motion of which is organized as a
part of one multimodal cargo line, and of the com-
bined navigation motorship (along another cargo rout)
into one and the same port, the latter possesses more
significant priority.

A common form of the algorithm for choosing
the optimum scheme of export-import cargos of
Belarus multimodal transportation organization on
the basis of simulation modeling is represented in
Fig 3.

N. Kazakov / TRANSPORT – 2006, Vol XXI, No 2, 88–94
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Some comments for the algorithm which is presen-
ted in Fig 3:
3: Cycle according to parameter 0i  is changing in

the range from 1 to 0n  (quantity of multimodal
lines grouping versions) with step 1

4: Cycle according to parameter 1i  is changing in the
range from 1 to 1n  (quantity of multimodal cargo
lines in the group 0i ) with step 1

5: Cycle from parameter 2i  is changing in the range
from 1 to 2n  (quantity of operations on the car-
go delivery in the multimodal cargo line 1i ) with
step 1

6: Cycle from parameter 3i  is changing in the range
from 1 to 3n  (quantity of elementary modules in
the operation on the cargo delivery 2i ) with step 1

7: Block of elementary operations modeling
8: Accumulation of statistical data about the fulfill-

ment of elementary operations
9: Block of modeling operations, constituting the

multimodal cargo line
10: Accumulation of statistical data about the fulfill-

ment of operations on the cargo delivery
11: Block of the multimodal cargo line functioning

modeling
12: Accumulation of statistical data about the

multimodal cargo lines functioning
13: Block of modeling multimodal cargo lines group

functioning, the algorithm
14: Accumulation of statistical data about the

multimodal cargo lines group functioning
15: Calculation of the effectiveness criteria of the or-

ganization of the transportation in the cargo lines
group
Each module, as it was said above, is character-

ized by the parameters (formula 1) identifying mod-
ule functioning according to different variants of the
transport process organization. Therefore, in order to
describe adequately the process of functioning of the
model of the system being researched taking into ac-
count the specific character of each module which is
its part and technology of each separate request ser-
vicing, it is necessary to specify not only the techno-
logical interactions of modules, but also the param-
eters of their operation modeling. Such as: the form
of the law of the request servicing time distribution,
the parameters of this law, the form of the task solved
by module etc.

The form and the parameters of the distribution
law can be obtained on the basis of statistical data
processing, and in the case of this information absence,
it is possible to use the wide experience of similar prob-
lems solution by scientists, who research the questions
of different modes of transport exploitation.

Fig 3. Algorithm for choosing the optimum scheme of
export-import cargos of Belarus multimodal transportation

organization

N. Kazakov / TRANSPORT – 2006, Vol XXI, No 2, 88–94
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Algorithms of random variables generation with
the specified characteristics of the distribution laws
were developed and have been successfully used since
the beginning of the wide use of a simulation model-
ing method to research complex dynamic systems and
they were presented in the works of  G. Benks,
N. P. Buslenko, V. I. Savin, S. M. Pianih, etc. Natu-
rally, with the program realizations of simulation
models it is necessary to introduce changes into stan-
dard algorithms. These changes are directed to the
specific character of the task stated by a researcher
and are conditioned by the use of different effective-
ness criteria of optimum versions.

5. Conclusion

With the help of the simulation model of
multimodal cargo line formed according to the above
principles it is possible to research different aspects
of transport objects exploitation, questions of coordi-
nation and interaction of the modes of transport and
other questions, for example, questions which are con-
nected with the specific character of multimodal trans-
portation organization [5]. In this case, depending on
the required accuracy of calculations one can select a
different degree of model detailing. In the described
example, when the estimation of the effectiveness of
a number of export and import cargos transportation
organization system is the result of modeling, it is quite
enough to represent the researched system in the form
of the 1st, the 2nd and the 3rd of orders modules to-
talities. For further detailing of the model, the mod-
ules of the 3rd order (technological operations) can
be in their turn represented as the totality of the mod-
ules of the 4th, the 5th and higher orders, however, in
this case one should take into consideration that the
expenditures of processing time for this system mod-
eling will considerably grow.
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